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Abstract. It is shown that the convection reversal 

boundary is a fundamental parameter of the magneto-

sphere-ionosphere coupling, which determines a strong 

analogy between the electrostatic potential of the iono-

sphere and the equivalent current function in the dipole 

geomagnetic field approximation and the uniform iono-

spheric conductance. We have developed a new ground-

based method for automatically diagnosing boundaries 

of the auroral oval using output data obtained with the 

magnetogram inversion technique (MIT). Using maps 

of the current function and field-aligned currents, calcu-

lated at the first stage of MIT with uniform ionospheric 

conductance, we determine the convection reversal 

boundary, polar cap boundary, equatorial boundary of 

the auroral oval, and line of maximum density of auroral 

electrojets. These parameters have previously been de-

termined by a visual-manual method: analyzing maps of 

field-aligned and equivalent currents on the monitor 

screen and carrying out predetermined boundaries with 

the mouse — this took a very long time (weeks and 

months). The comparison between manually and auto-

matically obtained boundaries has shown that the corre-

lation coefficient between the two boundaries is, on 

average, 0.85, and the root-mean-square deviation does 

not exceed 2° in latitude. By providing an adequate ac-

curacy for the boundary determination, the automatic 

method reduces the time for map processing by a factor 

of 2–3 (to minutes and hours), releasing a researcher 

from laborious visual work. The new method is imple-

mented as one of the important modules in the updated 

MIT software. 

Keywords: ionospheric convection, equivalent cur-

rent function, auroral oval, polar cap, field-aligned cur-

rents, convection reversal boundary. 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of auroral oval was introduced into mag-
netospheric physics fifty years ago [Feldstein, Starkov, 
1967; Akasofu, 1968; Feldstein, 1969] and was based on 
the analysis of the configuration of the region of distribu-
tion of arcs and strips of auroras generated by high-
energy (>1 keV) particle fluxes precipitating into the 
high-latitude ionosphere. The history of polar research, 
led to the discovery and determination of the auroral oval 
configuration, is well described in recent reviews [Lazu-
tin, 2015; Feldstein, 2016].  

In the topology of the magnetosphere, the auroral 

oval in each hemisphere is an ionospheric projection of 

the plasma sheet and has polar and equatorial bounda-

ries at which there is a sharp decrease in energy and flux 

of electrons and ions precipitating from the plasma 

sheet, which produce auroras. The polar boundary of the 

auroral oval coincides with the polar cap boundary, 

which is an ionospheric projection of the magnetotail 

lobe. In the open magnetosphere model [Dungey, 1961], 

magnetic field lines of magnetotail lobes are connected 

with the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), and the 

amount of open magnetic flux determines the electro-

magnetic energy transfer from the solar wind to the 

magnetosphere. The polar cap expansion (contraction) 

is equivalent to an increase (decrease) in the magnetic 

flux through the polar cap and, accordingly, reflects the 

dynamics of magnetic energy accumulation (release) in 

the magnetotail — the most important parameter that 

controls the growth phase and the onset of substorm 

expansion phase [Russell, McPherron, 1973; Akasofu, 

1977; Milan et al., 2007; Shukhtina et al., 2016]. In the 

closed magnetosphere model [Axford, Hines, 1961; 

Heikkila, 2011], polar caps are also topologically related 

to the respective magnetotail lobes; however, the mag-

netic field lines in them are closed and stretched far an-

tisunward. Polar caps rarely exhibit auroras, and satel-

lites generally record weak fluxes of low-energy 

(<100 eV) electrons scattered from magnetotail lobes 

[Winningham, Heikkila, 1974; Haaland et al., 2017]. To 

the equatorial boundary of the auroral oval on the mid-

night side corresponds the inner edge of the plasma 

sheet, the distance to which decreases slightly with in-

creasing magnetospheric convection during the sub-

storm growth phase and sharply decreases during the 

substorm expansion phase due to magnetic field dipolar-

ization and plasma injection earthward from the recon-

nection region in the midtail (15÷20)RE [Akasofu, 

1977]. The auroral oval width determined by the two 

boundaries also changes, narrowing during the growth 

phase, which corresponds to an increase in the magnetic 

flux in the tail lobe and to a thinning of the plasma 

sheet, and expanding rapidly during the substorm ex-

pansion phase.  

Thus, the study of the auroral oval dynamics and 

boundaries give very valuable information about the 

topology of the magnetosphere and its dynamics during 

geomagnetic storms and substorms. Currently, the main 

methods for direct observation of the auroral oval and 

determination of its boundaries are satellite measure-
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ments of parameters of particles precipitating into the 

polar ionosphere and global satellite images of the auro-

ral oval. 

The method for determining auroral oval boundaries 

from satellite measurements of energy spectrum param-

eters and pitch-angle distribution of precipitating elec-

trons and ions has come into widespread use under the 

long-term program (DMSP) of launches of satellites 

with polar orbits at ~800 km [Makita et al., 1983, 1985]. 

With sufficiently high reliability, this method has, how-

ever, a major drawback — the measurements are not 

global and do not provide a full instantaneous picture of 

the auroral oval because consecutive satellite passages 

are separated by an interval of ~100 min. Further devel-

opment of the method led to the creation of the well-

known auroral oval model OVATION [Sotirelis, New-

ell, 2000; Newell et al., 2014]. Among the existing sta-

tistical models, which are also based on data from 

DMSP satellites, particularly noteworthy is the model 

[Gussenhoven et al., 1983] for the equatorial boundary 

of the auroral oval on the midnight meridian and the 

interactive model APM [Vorobjev et al., 2013]. 

The global method for diagnostics of the auroral 

oval is based on its images from the IMAGE satellite, 

which are obtained in ultraviolet every 2 min with 

Wideband Imaging Cameras (WIC) and specially de-

veloped methods for processing such images [Boakes et 

al., 2008; Hubert et al., 2010; Longden et al., 2010; Mi-

lan et al., 2010]. To increase the accuracy in determin-

ing auroral oval boundaries, a special method has been 

developed for estimating the intensity of auroras and 

searching for thresholds [Longden et al., 2010], which is 

automated to process a large number of images and to 

create a database containing more than million values of 

auroral oval boundaries. By comparing optical bounda-

ries of the polar cap with DMSP data on precipitating 

particles, Boakes et al. [2008] have established that two 

independent methods give similar results (within ±2°), 

hence the polar boundary of the auroral brightness is a 

good indicator of the polar cap boundary. 

In view of the above, the development of new methods 

for diagnostics of auroral oval boundaries is one of the 

urgent problems of magnetospheric physics. In the magne-

togram inversion technique (MIT) developed at ISTP SB 

RAS [Bazarzhapov et al., 1979; Mishin, 1990], determin-

ing auroral oval boundaries is a mandatory procedure. 

MIT calculates 2D maps of distributions of equivalent cur-

rents, electric potential, horizontal and field-aligned cur-

rents (FACs) in the polar ionosphere from ground geo-

magnetic measurements at the worldwide network of sta-

tions. An essential part of MIT is the original dynamic 

model of conductance of the polar ionosphere caused by 

precipitating electrons and protons [Mishin et al., 1986; 

Shirapov et al., 2000]. The required input parameters of the 

model are the auroral oval boundaries determined from 

FAC maps, calculated at the first stage of MIT in the ap-

proximation of uniform conductance. Three parameters are 

found: polar R0 and equatorial R2 auroral oval boundaries, 

as well as R1 — the line of maximum density of auroral 

electrojets. The polar cap boundary R0 corresponds to the 

high-latitude boundary of large-scale FACs of Iijima–

Potemra Region 1; and the equatorial boundary R2, to the 

low-latitude boundary of Region 2 FAC. The latitude of 

maximum density of auroral electrojets R1 coincides with 

the boundary between Regions 1 and 2. In the MIT soft-

ware package and in this paper, letter R in the agreed nota-

tion denotes the radius of the southern boundary of the 

corresponding FAC Region. The correspondence of the 

FAC areas of both Regions 1 and 2 with the auroral oval 

was noted already in the pioneer paper by Iijima, Potemra 

[1978] and was subsequently confirmed by a number of 

simultaneous observations of precipitating particles, auro-

ras, and field-aligned currents.  

The R0, R1, and R2 auroral oval boundaries have 

yet, unfortunately, been identified in MIT manually, by 

visually analyzing maps of field-aligned and equivalent 

currents and by drawing boundaries with a mouse in a 

special program on the screen. This map processing 

method takes a lot of time (weeks or even months), 

hence the need to develop an automatic method of de-

termining the main auroral oval boundaries, which 

would replace the human operator, be fast and suffi-

ciently accurate, and be as good as the visual-manual 

method. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop and automate 

a new ground-based method for diagnostics of auroral 

oval boundaries based on MIT. The basic theoretical 

principles of the method are formulated in Section 1. 

Section 2 describes the algorithm for implementing the 

automatic method and compares it with the manual 

method. Section 3 discusses some fundamental issues. 

The main results are presented in Conclusion. 

 

1. BASIC PRINCIPLES 

OF THE METHOD 

In Introduction, we have presented two main meth-
ods of satellite diagnostics of the polar cap boundary: 
based on data on spectral parameters of precipitating 
particles and based on global auroral oval images. The 
third method, which identifies the polar cap boundary 
with the ionospheric convection reversal boundary, was 
actually initiated by the advent of direct measurements 
of electric fields on board the OGO-6 satellite along its 
dawn-dusk trajectory [Heppner, 1972]. Then, this meth-
od was developed in many papers dealing with the iono-
spheric convection calculated from drift velocity meas-
urements on board DMSP satellites [Troshichev et al., 
1996; Chen et al., 2015] and Super Dual Auroral Radar 
Network (SuperDARN) [Bristow, Spaleta, 2013; Kou-
stov, Fiori, 2016]. Notice that the ionospheric convec-
tion reversal boundary is slightly to the south of the po-
lar cap — at a distance of ~1° near the noon and at 2°–3° 
near the dawn–dusk meridian, which corresponds to the 
width of the low-latitude boundary layer of the magne-
tosphere [Drake et al., 2009]. 

The magnetosphere-ionosphere convection reversal 

boundary is the fundamental principle of the new method 

for diagnostics of auroral oval boundaries. 

1.1. Convection reversal boundary 

The fundamental natural phenomenon in Earth’s 

magnetosphere is the continuous magnetospheric con-

vection consisting of two large-scale vortices. These 
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vortices are formed by the plasma that moves antisun-

ward in boundary layers and magnetotail lobes, and 

drifts in the reverse direction earthward in the plasma 

sheet. To the closed and open magnetospheric models 

(see Introduction) correspond two different physical 

mechanisms of generation of the magnetospheric con-

vection — quasi-viscous interaction between the solar 

wind and the magnetosphere in the low-latitude boundary 

layer [Axford, Hines, 1961] and IMF reconnection with 

the geomagnetic field at the dayside magnetopause with 

subsequent formation of open magnetotail lobes [Dun-

gey, 1961]. The former mechanism is permanent and 

largely controlled by the solar wind velocity and density. 

The operation of the latter mechanism depends on the 

IMF hour angle, where the main role is played by its 

southward component. The large-scale magnetosphere-

ionosphere convection exists permanently because the 

simultaneous operation of the two physical mechanisms 

provides continuous conversion of the solar wind kinetic 

energy into electric energy in the boundary layers of the 

magnetosphere on the principle of the plasma MHD 

generator. 

Figure 1 illustrates a mechanism of generation of 

electromotive force (EMF) in the low-latitude boundary 

layer in the closed magnetosphere model [Heikkila, 

2011]. This mechanism gives rise to a dawn-dusk elec-

tric field across the tail and eventually leads to the for-

mation of a large-scale two-vortex system of magneto-

spheric convection. The existence of the boundary layer 

(BL) with the characteristic width d and antisunward 

plasma is provided by the mechanism of quasi-viscous 

interaction between the solar wind and the magneto-

sphere. Since plasma moves with a velocity xV V  in 

BL across the magnetic field ,zB B  protons and elec-

trons under the action of the Lorentz force 

y х ze  F V B  deflect accordingly in such an MHD 

channel to its inner and outer boundaries, thus produc-

ing polarization electric fields EBL and respective EMF 

BLU E d   in BL on the dawn and dusk flanks of the 

magnetosphere. The plasma velocity profile across the tail, 

indicated by the dashed line in Figure 1, shows that the 

plasma velocity V in BL decreases with respect to the solar 

wind velocity Vsw  on the outer boundary of the layer to 

0V   on its inner boundary. Then, the plasma moves 

earthward with electric drift velocity increasing toward 

the center of the plasma sheet: E M / ,zV E B where 

M T( ) / (2 )E U U R    is the dawn–dusk electric field 

across the cylindrical tail with a radius T E25 .R R  

Thus, the BL inner boundary is the magnetospheric 

convection reversal boundary (RB) corresponding to 

outer plates of two (dawn and dusk) MHD generators, 

whose voltage is U+ and U–. The ionosphere always has 

a non-zero conductivity (or conductance, the term used 

for the altitude-integrated conductivity), and field-

aligned conductivity is infinite. A FAC pair (I1) there-

fore occurs which connects boundary layer generators to 

a load (ionosphere), forming a single electric circuit. At 

the same time, the potentials U+ and U– associated with 

RB in the magnetosphere are projected unaltered 

 

Figure 1. Scheme of generation of a large-scale two-

vortex system of magnetospheric-ionospheric convection in 

the closed magnetosphere. Notations: the X-axis — to the Sun, 

the Y-axis — from dawn to dusk; R0 is the auroral oval polar 

boundary (the boundary of the polar cap PC); RB (red line) is 

the convection reversal boundary; R1 is the line of maximum 

density of auroral electrojets; BL (turquoise fill) is the low-

latitude boundary layer of width d; straight, curved, and closed 

blue lines with arrows show plasma flows (convection); Vsw is 

the solar wind velocity; V is the plasma velocity in the BL 

channel; VE is the earthward electric drift velocity in the plas-

ma sheet; Bz is the vertical magnetic field component in the 

tail; signs “+” (protons) and “–” (electrons) indicate polariza-

tion in the MHD channel of BL; thick hollow arrows mark the 

polarization electric field EBL in the BL channel and the 

dawn–dusk electric field EM in the plasma sheet; U+ and U– 

are the electric potentials transmitted into the ionosphere by 

FACs of Iijima–Potemra Region 1 (I1); the dotted blue line is 

the profile of the change in the x component of plasma velocity 

along the Y-axis 
 

onto the respective RB boundary in the ionosphere (Fig-

ure 1), where they cause plasma electric drift and form a 

two-vortex system of ionospheric convection similar to 

the magnetospheric one. 

Based on the above, the ionospheric convection re-

versal boundary RB which has a clear physical meaning is 

accepted as a basic principle of the method for diagnos-

tics of auroral oval boundaries. The main physical 

property of the RB boundary is its relationship with 

Region 1 FACs density maxima coinciding with extre-

ma of electric potentials. 

1.2. Relationship between ionospheric con-

vection and equivalent current function 

The second principle of the method — 2D distribu-

tions of electrostatic potential and equivalent current 

function fully correspond to each other in the polar ion-

osphere in a uniform conductance approximation — is 

one of the exact solutions of the theoretical problem 

discussed in detail in the pioneer paper by Kern [1966], 

which stimulated the development of MIT. We show 

this, using Ohm’s integral law for horizontal ionospher-

ic current: 

Р H Р H / ,B     j j j E B E  (1) 
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where jP, jH are linear densities of horizontal ionospheric 

Pedersen and Hall currents obtained by integrating the 

current density over thickness (90 140 km)z   of the 

ionospheric current-carrying layer; ΣP, ΣH are the re-

spective integral conductances; B is the magnetic induc-

tion vector of the geomagnetic field; E is the horizontal 

electric field. 

For the uniform conductance, to the expression of 

the ionospheric current as a sum of actual physical 

components (1) uniquely corresponds the mathematical 

expression as a sum of curl-free jcf and divergence-free 

jdf parts: cf df j j j  (Helmholtz theorem) for which the 

conditions cf 0 j  and df 0 j  hold, where 

cf Pj j  and df H .j j  

The classical monograph [Chapman, Bartels, 1940] 

on geomagnetism as well as a number of subsequent 

works [Kern, 1966; Fukushima, 1976; Haines, Torta, 

1994] have shown that the ground geomagnetic varia-

tions in a high-latitude region are generally caused by 

divergence-free Hall currents closed in the polar iono-

sphere, which are related to the 2D current function J(θ, λ) 

by the simple formula 

df H ,J   j j n  (2) 

where / rn r  is a unit vector of the outer normal to 

the spherical layer with the radius vector r. 

The equivalent current function J is a classic exter-

nal solution of the inverse problem of the potential 

theory and is a scalar field of calculated values of 

J(θ, λ) for different points of the spherical layer of radi-

us r, depicted as a system of maps of isolines of equal J. 

The equivalent Hall current flows along these isolines, 

the difference of the J values between two isolines cor-

responds to the strength of the current flowing between 

them. 

The formula for calculating the distribution of the 

external equivalent current function J(θ, λ) has the form 

[Chapman, Bartels, 1940; Bazarzhapov et al., 1979; 

Haines, Torta, 1994]  

E

10 E

2 1
( , ) ( , ),

1

n
N

n

n

R n r
J Y

n R

 
      

   
  (3) 

where θ, λ are the geomagnetic colatitude and longitude 

(local geomagnetic time); 7

0 4 10 H/m    is the 

magnetic constant; E ;r R h   6371 kmER   is the 

Earth radius; 115 kmh   is the reduced height of the 

ionospheric current-carrying layer; the spherical har-

monic Yn(θ, λ) is described by the formula 

     
0

, cos sin cos ,
n

m m m

n n n n

m

Y E m e m P


        (4) 

where (cos )m

nP   are the associated Legendre polynomials 

in Schmidt normalization; coefficients of the spherical 

harmonic analysis m

nE , and m

ne  are determined through the 

numerical solution of the system of 3K (three magnetic 

field components, K is the number of ground stations) line-

ar algebraic equations, using the original method of select-

ing the optimum spectrum of approximating harmonics 

[Bazarzhapov et al., 1976, 1979]. 

Also use the formula of ionospheric plasma drift ve-

locity 

2/ ,B V E B  (5) 

where ,U E  U is the electrostatic potential of the 

ionosphere. 

In view of (5), transform the Hall current from (1) into 

 H H .B  j V  (6) 

From (6) it follows that the ionospheric plasma drift 

velocity vectors and Hall current vectors are antiparal-

lel, and since, according to (2), equivalent Hall currents 

flow along isolines of the current function, the iono-

spheric plasma convection is along these isolines in the 

opposite direction. Thus, the 2D map of J(θ, λ) isolines 

is a non-symmetric mirror image of humps and troughs 

of ionospheric electric potential isolines U(θ, λ). The 

asymmetry is associated with irregularities of the Hall 

conductance and geomagnetic field. 

The analogy between J (θ, λ) and U(θ, λ) is more 

obvious in the radial geomagnetic field approximation 

when the unit vector of the outer normal 

/ / ,r B n r B  where “–” corresponds to the North-

ern Hemisphere; “+”, to the Southern Hemisphere. In 

this case, given ,U E  the Hall current from (1) 

takes the form 

H H ( ).U   j n  (7) 

Equating Formulas (2) and (7), we obtain the desired 

relationships: 

H ,J U     (8) 

H .J U const    (9) 

From (9) it is evident that for the radial geomagnetic 
field the current function J(θ, λ) up to a factor ΣH(θ, λ) 
is a good analog of the electric potential U(θ, λ), and 
for the uniform Hall conductance the analogy becomes 
perfect.  

From all the above, in this subsection we can con-
clude that the equivalent current function as an analog 
of the electric potential of the ionosphere can be used to 
identify the ionospheric convection reversal boundary. 

 

1.3. Convection reversal boundary as the 

maximum rotor of drift velocity 

This third principle of the method stems from the 
previous two and forms the basis of a new algorithm for 
diagnostics of auroral oval boundaries and its software 
implementation. 

As described in Subsections 1.1 and 1.2, on the 
magnetospheric-ionospheric convection reversal bound-
ary the plasma velocity changes both in magnitude and 
in direction (see Figure 1); hence on the RB boundary 
the ionospheric plasma drift velocity rotor reaches its 
maximum value. We derive a formula for the drift veloc-
ity rotor in the dipole geomagnetic field in a uniform 
ionospheric conductance approximation. 

Equating Formulas (2) and (6), we get 
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H( ) .J B    n V   (10) 

Apply the rotor operator to both sides of (10). From 

the “bac-cab” formula and considering that the diver-

gence of the unit normal in the spherical coordinate sys-

tem is ( , ) 2 / ,r n  find the rotor of the left-hand side 

of (10): 

( ) ( , ) ( , )

(2 / ) ( ) ,

J J J

r J J

         

   

n n n

n
 (11) 

and from the formula 

( ) ( ),S S S     V V V   

where S and V are the scalar and vector fields, for the 

uniform conductance ΣH obtain the rotor of the right-

hand side of (10): 

H H 1 2( ) ( ),B B A A    V  (12) 

where 1

B
A

B


 V  and 2 .A  V  

Evaluate and compare the characteristic values of A1 

and A2. From the formula of the dipole geomagnetic 

field 

3

0 E( / 4 )(2cos sin ),rM r       B e e  (13) 

where ME is Earth’s magnetic dipole moment, it is easy 

to estimate A1: 

1

max

3
( ),

B VB
A V F

B B r

 



    V  (14) 

where 
3 2

0 E( / 4 ) 1 3cosB M r      is the geomag-

netic dipole modulus; B  is the value of its latitu-

dinal gradient; Vλ is the characteristic value of the 

azimuthal ionospheric drift velocity component, 
2( ) cos sin / (1 3cos ).F        

The ionospheric convection reversal boundary RB 

is almost always located within 10 30 ;    hence 

F(θ) is within 0.05 ( ) 0.15.F    Given these values 

of the function, characteristic drift velocity Vλ~500 m/s, 

and E ,r R h   we obtain from (14) an estimate of 

the first term in Formula (12): 

5 1

1 2 10 s .A     

If the azimuthal velocity Vλ, keeping its value 

V λ ~ 500 m/s, reverses on the latitudinal scale 1°–5 ° ≈  

≈100–500 km, we get an estimate of the second term 

in (12): 

2 3 1

2 max
/ (1 10 2 10 )s .A V   

       V   

The comparison between estimated A1 and A2 

shows that the second term exceeds the first one by 

two-three orders of magnitude; we can therefore ne-

glect A1 (it is less than 1 % of A2) and from the condi-

tion 2 1A A  reduce Formula (12) to the form 

H H( ) ( ).B B    V V  (15) 

Equating now the right-hand sides of (11) and (15), 

we obtain 

H(2 / ) ( ) ( ),r J J B     n V  (16) 

which yields the desired equation for the ionospheric 
plasma drift velocity rotor in the dipole geomagnetic 
field in the uniform conductance approximation: 

H

1 2
( ) .J J

B r

 
       

V n  (17) 

The formulas for calculating the gradient J and 

surface Laplacian ΔJ can be quite easily derived from 
Formulas (3) and (4), which determine the equivalent 
current function J(θ, λ). We do not give here the rather 
cumbersome formula for calculating the current func-

tion gradient modulus ,J  because it is not needed for 

the subsequent presentation. The formula for calculating 
ΔJ has the form 

E

2
1 E0

(2 1) ( , ).

n
N

n

n

R r
J n n Y

Rr 

 
     

  
  (18) 

The physical meaning of the surface Laplacian from 

the equivalent current function ( , )J    is that it repre-

sents the spatial FAC density distribution ( , )i    in the 

radial geomagnetic field and uniform conductance ap-
proximations [Kern, 1966].  

Using (2) and (8), Ohm’s law (1) can be rewritten as 

Р

H

,J J


   


j n  (19) 

where, in contrast to (7)–(9), plus is the Northern Hemi-
sphere, minus is the Southern Hemisphere. 

By integrating the stationary continuity equation for 

the current density 0 i  over the thickness of the 

conducting layer of the ionosphere, we have 

,ri i   j  (20) 

where the field-aligned current is radial. 
Then, by substituting (19) into (20) and considering 

that H ( ) 0,J     j n  we derive a simple formula 

for the field-aligned (vertical) current density in the given 
approximation: 

P

H

.i J


  


 (21) 

We use Formula (21) in a more simple form 

,i J   (22) 

when the conductance ratio P H/ 1    is not critical 

for our problem. 
Thus, the problem of determining the ionospheric 

convection reversal boundary RB reduces to the deter-
mination of the closed line at each point of which the 
drift velocity rotor modulus, calculated from (17), 
reaches its maximum value. 

 

2. REALIZATION ALGORITHM 

AND TESTING OF THE METHOD 

The new automatic method for diagnostics of auroral 

oval boundaries, based on MIT, first finds the iono-
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spheric convection reversal boundary RB, which is a 

reference for determining other auroral oval boundaries 

(R0, R1, and R2).  

In this study, to calculate maps of distributions of 

equivalent and field-aligned currents, we have used data 

on ground geomagnetic variations, obtained at the 

worldwide network of stations for August 27, 2001, from 

the SuperMAG database [Gjerloev, 2012], available on 

the website of this project [http://supermag.jhuapl.edu]. 

On the selected date there occurred the well-known iso-

lated substorm between 02:30 and 06:00 UT [Baker et 

al., 2002; Mishin et al., 2017]. 

2.1. The main procedures of the algorithm 

2.1.1. Determining the location of two main extrema 

on equivalent current function distribution maps 

According to the theory and Formulas (17), (21) pre-

sented in Sections 1.1 and 1.3, the ionospheric convec-

tion reversal boundary as a line of the maximum rotor of 

the drift velocity vector should be a closed curved line 

coinciding with the line of maximum density i|| of up ward 

and downward Region 1 FACs. Current function iso-

lines show a characteristic bend, and the gradient modu-

lus |J| tends to a minimum at each point of this curve. 

Obviously, as the first reference points of the desired 

RB boundary we should take points of dawn and dusk 

current function focuses J(θ, λ) coinciding with Region 

1 FAC density distribution focuses i||(θ, λ). A map of the 

equivalent current function J (θ, λ) in the Northern 

Hemisphere for 03:50 UT of August 27, 2001 is given 

in Figure 2, where points of two main focuses are la-

beled A1 and B1. The current function gradient modulus 

at these reference points is minimum. 

2.1.2. Drawing the RB boundary by the minimum 

modulus of current function gradient  

After finding coordinates of the reference points A1 

and B1, the algorithm with the J (θ, λ) dawn vortex as an 

 
 

Figure 2. Map of the equivalent current function JN distri-

bution in the Northern Hemisphere for 03:50 UT of August 

27, 2001; ΔJ is the step between isolines. The ionospheric 

convection reversal boundary RB is shown by a thick blue 

line; blue points A1 and B1 are the locations of the main focuses 

JN; black points A2, B2, and A3, B3 mark sectors of the day-

time (Hd) and nighttime (Hn) Harang discontinuities (see Sec-

tion 2.1.2) 

example works as follows (Figure 2). When moving 

from the meridian of the A1 focus counterclockwise, on 

each next meridian through 10   the algorithm 

finds the latitude of the point such that min.J   

The movement along the current function gradient 

modulus minima is accompanied by the control of the 

condition 2 ,  limiting the maximum jump of the 

RB latitude between adjacent meridians. A sufficiently 

smooth segment of the RB curved line is determined up 

to the A2 meridian, where a jump in RB by 2   

occurs and the daytime Harang discontinuity sector Hd 

begins. 

On the A2 meridian, the algorithm stops, returns to 

A1, and the entire procedure is performed similarly but 

clockwise from the A1 meridian to the A3 meridian, 

where the RB jump indicates the transition to the sector 

of the nighttime Harang discontinuity Hn. At A3, the algo-

rithm stops again and proceeds to the analysis of the 

dusk vortex of the current function with the B1 focus. 

The entire procedure described using the dawn vortex 

as an example is similarly performed for the dusk vortex 

of J (θ, λ).  

These procedures yield two main RB segments: А3–

А1–А2 and В2–В1–В3. This example corresponds to the 

substorm growth phase [Mishin et al., 2017] and is suf-

ficiently simple, thus allowing smooth interpolation in 

the sectors of the daytime A2–B2 and nighttime В3–А3 

Harang discontinuities; and after smoothing with the 

moving-average method by three points, we can obtain 

the closed RB boundary in the first approximation 

(Figure 2). 

2.1.3. Searching for additional local extrema and ref-

erence points 

The algorithm has a very important procedure for 

diagnostics of meridians of the nighttime Hn and day-

time Hd Harang discontinuities (Figure 2), which is 

based on the original definition of the term “Harang 

reversal” coined by Harang [1946] as a boundary be-

tween positive ( 0)H   and negative ( 0)H   bays 

in the horizontal component of the ground geomagnetic 

field disturbance in the midnight auroral sector. In the 

equivalent current function, this definition corresponds 

to the fact that according to Formula (8) the meridional 

component of gradient HJ E     changes sign from 

0J   to 0J   when passing through the Hn me-

ridian from the eastward equivalent current to the west-

ward one; when passing clockwise through the Hd me-

ridian the gradient changes sign in the opposite way. 

The obtained meridians of Hn and Hd and of A1 and B1 

together with the RB boundary in the first approxima-

tion (from Section 2.1.2) are then used in a special pro-

cedure of the algorithm, which permits the identification 

of four additional (other than focuses) local extrema on 

the J(θ, λ) distribution map. During geomagnetic dis-

turbances (substorm, storm), large-scale vortices of the 

equivalent current function J (θ, λ) may have not one 

but two or more focuses, which are also considered as 

reference points for the RB boundary. 

http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/
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2.1.4. Forming segments of the RB boundary 
Two major (from 2.1.1) and four additional (from 

2.1.3) extrema give six reference points. In the vicinity 
of each of these points, reference segments for the de-
sired RB boundary are formed based on the rule 

minJ   and condition 2 ,  described in Sub-

section 2.1.2. After determining six reference segments, 
we perform interpolation between them, in particular in 
the sectors of the nighttime and daytime Harang disconti-
nuities, as well as three-point smoothing of the boundary. 

This yields the ionospheric convection reversal 
boundary constructed entirely from the scalar field of 
the equivalent current function.  

2.1.5. Constructing the RB boundary by the maxi-
mum density of Region 1 FACs 

According to (17) and (21), a strict maximum of the 
rotor of the drift velocity vector is achieved at the point 
where two conditions are simultaneously satisfied: (I) 

minJ   and (II) max.J i    For conven-

ience, designate the ionospheric convection reversal 
boundary, obtained using the algorithm based on condi-
tion (I) and described in 2.1.1–2.1.4, as RB-I. The sec-
ond algorithm is based on condition (II) and uses RB-I 
obtained by the first algorithm as a reference. This 
boundary is plotted on the FAC density distribution 
map. As follows from the theory, RB-I is on the map of 
i||(θ, λ) approximately along the line of maximum density 
of Region 1 FACs. Then, on each meridian, we analyze 
latitudinal profiles i||(θ), and in the Region 1 FACs near 

RB-I determine latitudes of points such that max.i   

As a result, we find two longitudinally extended seg-
ments of the boundary located within areas of down-
ward (dawn) and upward (dusk) Region 1 FACs. As in 
the first algorithm, in the sectors of the nighttime and 
daytime Harang discontinuities we perform interpola-
tion between the obtained segments, and then three-
point smoothing of the closed curve. As a result, we 
have the RB-II boundary passing along the line of max-
imum density of Region 1 FACs (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Maps of distributions of the equivalent current 

function JN (left) and density of FAC with uniform conduct-

ance i|| (right) in the Northern Hemisphere for 03:50 UT of 

August 27, 2001; black isolines on the map of i|| correspond to 

downward FACs; red isolines, to upward ones; ΔJ and Δi  are 

steps between isolines; RB-I and RB-II are the convection 

reversal boundaries derived from maps of JN and i|| under con-

ditions (I) and (II) respectively (see 2.1.5); R0, R1, and R2 are 

the polar cap boundary, line of maximum density of auroral 

electrojets, and auroral oval equatorial boundary, determined 

from the map of i|| 

By combining conditions (I) and (II) and results of 

the two algorithms, we calculate the final RB boundary 

as the average of RB-I and RB-II. 

2.1.6. Polar cap boundary, auroral oval equatorial 

boundary, and line of maximum density of auroral elec-

trojets 

When moving from the obtained RB boundary (or 

from adjacent RB-II) southward, the algorithm analyzes 

the density profile i||(θ) on each meridian and finds the 

latitude at which i|| changes sign, thus indicating the R1 

boundary between FACs of Regions 1 and 2. Since the 

R1 boundary is identified with the line of maximum 

density of auroral electrojets, to determine it more pre-

cisely we additionally use the map of distribution of the 

current function gradient modulus ( , ) ,J    calculated 

from Formulas (3) and (4). The R1 boundary is correct-

ed on each meridian, taking into account locations of 

|J| maxima. This procedure yields a smoothed R1 

boundary between FACs of Regions 1 and 2 — the line 

of maximum density of westward and eastward auroral 

electrojets (Figure 3). 

When moving through FAC Region 2 from the R1 

boundary further southward, from the i||(θ) profile we 

determine first the line of maximum density of Region 2 

FACs, then the boundary at which this density reaches 

zero, i.e. the auroral oval equatorial boundary R2 (see 

Figure 3). 

Similarly we find the polar cap boundary R0. When 

analyzing the latitudinal profiles i||(θ) in FAC Region 1 

northward of the RB boundary (or RB-II), on each 

meridian we find points, where the Region 1 FAC den-

sity goes to zero. In this case, as an additional reference 

point, we use the estimate of the polar cap boundary 

location from the formula R0 = 2RB – R1, which fol-

lows from the fact that the maximum density in i||(θ) 

passes through the center of FAC Region 1 (Figure 3). 

Thus, the automatic algorithm for diagnostics of auro-

ral oval boundaries, described in Section 2.1, gives its four 

main boundaries at the output: RB, R1, R2, and R0. 

2.2. Comparing the manual and automatic 

methods 

As already noted in Introduction, before the devel-

opment of the automatic algorithm, all the procedures 

described in Section 2.1 were made with the visual-

manual method: analyzing maps of distributions of 

equivalent and field-aligned currents with uniform con-

ductivity on the screen, an operator in a special program 

draws the R0, R1, and R2 boundaries with a mouse 

along profiles of zero isolines bounding FACs of Re-

gions 1 and 2 on the ( , )i    density map, by interpolat-

ing the boundaries “by eye” in the Harang sectors. The 

operator does not draw the RB boundary, but estimates 

it from RB R0 (R1 R0) / 2.    It takes 10 min to pro-

cess one map of ( , ).i    A limitation of the manual 

method is also the human factor: the same operator at 

different times may draw different boundaries on the 

same map, as well as boundaries drawn by several oper-

ators on a given map may differ. 
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The automatic method for diagnostics of auroral 

oval boundaries has no such limitations of the visual-

manual method and cuts time of construction of the 

boundaries by two or three orders of magnitude. To 

quantitatively compare the two methods, using MIT we 

have calculated maps of J (θ, λ) and ( , )i    for 133 

instants of the interval 02:30–06:00 UT of the August 

27, 2001 isolated substorm. For each instant, we identi-

fied the R0, RB, R1, and R2 boundaries with both man-

ual and automatic methods. 

The visual comparison between the boundaries for all 

the instants leads to the conclusion that the boundaries ob-

tained by the two methods generally coincide. Figure 4 

gives an example illustrating good qualitative agreement 

of all auroral oval boundaries obtained by the manual 

(top row) and automatic (bottom row) methods. 

The quantitative comparison between the manual 

and automatic methods for determining the R0, RB, R1, 

and R2 boundaries was made using the quantile method 

including all the 133 instants and 36 meridians in one 

statistical sample: 133 36 4788   colatitude values for 

each boundary. The results of the comparison are given 

in Figure 5. It is apparent that for the R0, RB, and R1 

boundaries the two methods are consistent with the high 

correlation coefficient 0.74 0.83r    and with small 

RMS = 2.0°–2.5°, approximately equal to two steps 

(2×1°) of the computation grid in latitude. By the R2 

boundary the correlation coefficient corresponds to the 

average level for the same value of the root-mean-

square deviation. 

At the end of Section 2, we present a qualitative 

comparison of the ionospheric convection reversal 

boundary obtained by the automatic method based on-

output parameters of MIT with the distribution of the 

electric potential obtained from SuperDARN data. 

The convection reversal boundary RB obtained 

 

Figure 4. The same data format as in Figure 3 for 04:30 UT of 

August 27, 2001. The R0, RB, R1, and R2 boundaries in the 

top row are found by the visual-manual method; in the bottom 

row, by the automatic method 

 

Figure 5. Statistical comparison between the manual and 
automatic methods for determining R0, RB, R1, and R2 
boundaries; X- and Y-axes are colatitudes of respective 
boundaries. Estimates of the absolute Δ and relative δ errors 
and the correlation coefficient r are shown on quantile plots 

 
for 04:30 UT on August 27, 2001 (see Figure 4) is 
plotted on the map of the RG96 statistical model for 
the selected time (Figure 6), taken from the Super-
DARN VT site [http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-index.php]. 
Figure 6 shows that the RB boundary passes almost 
through focuses of electric potentials of the dawn and 
dusk vortices, located near the 06–18 MLT meridian. 
The location of these focuses is reliably confirmed by 
direct measurements of drift velocities with radars lo-
cated in areas surrounding the focuses. Figure 6 also 
indicates that the RB boundary covers almost entire 
antisunward convection, passing approximately through 
the convection reversal line visible on the electric poten-
tial map of the RG96 model. 

 

Figure 6. Ionospheric convection reversal boundary (RB, 

thick black line), determined with the new automatic method 

for 04:30 UT of August 27, 2001 and plotted on the electric 

potential distribution map of the statistical model RG96 (taken 

from the VT SuperDARN site [http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-

index.php]) 

http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-index.php
http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-index.php
http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-index.php
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3. DISCUSSION 

Let us consider here three fundamental questions di-

rectly related to our method for diagnostics of auroral 

oval boundaries from MIT output data.  

3.1. Radial geomagnetic field approximation 

From the geomagnetic dipole formulas 

/ 0.5 tanrB B    and / 1/ tanrB B I   it follows that 

the magnetic inclination of the dipole field line is 

arctan(2 / tan ).I    Using this formula, we obtain an esti- 

mate of the relative error (%) 100 90 / 90I     of 

the radial approach: 5 18 %    in the auroral region 

10 30 .    
The question about radiality is directly related to the 

magnetic effect of field-aligned currents on Earth’s sur-

face. Given I = 90°, FACs are strictly vertical, are closed 

by horizontal Pedersen currents, and with the uniform 

ionospheric conductance the total ground magnetic ef-

fect of both the currents is zero [Fukushima, 1976]. In 

such a case, ground geomagnetic variations are entirely 

caused by divergence-free equivalent Hall currents. Sun 

et al. [1985] have calculated the ground magnetic effect 

of the 3D current system in Earth’s dipole field and 

have found that the FAC contribution in the high-

latitude region of 10 30    is 5–20 %, which agrees 

with our simplest estimate.  

3.2. Correspondence between equivalent and 

real Hall currents 

This question was first considered only theoretically 

[Kern, 1966; Vasyliūnas, 1970; Fukushima, 1976], but 

later Sugiura [1984] from simultaneous measurements 

of electric and magnetic fields on board the satellite DE-2 

concluded that the divergence of ionospheric Hall cur-

rents is nearly zero, and field-aligned currents are largely 

closed by meridional Pedersen currents. Laundal et al. 

[2015] in an in-depth study have found that the equiva-

lent and real Hall currents can perfectly match only in 

the case of uniform ionospheric conductance or when 

conductance gradients are perpendicular to ionospheric 

convection lines. Let us discuss this.  

In the radial magnetic field approximation, from (1), 

(5) it is easy to derive for the Northern Hemisphere expres-

sions H H( )B    j V  and P P( ) ,B    j V n  

determining the divergence Hall component and the 

Pedersen component of real ionospheric current rotor 

(1). From these expressions it follows that H 0 j  

and P 0 j  in three cases: (i) P H 0     is a 

very low conductance (on the background level); (ii) 

P H 0     is a uniform ionospheric conductances; 

(iii) P H 0,     V V  i.e. conductance gradients 

are perpendicular to ionospheric convection lines. If 

any of these conditions holds, the real Pedersen cur-

rent is entirely curl-free, i.e. P cf ,j j  and the real Hall 

current becomes strictly divergence-free and equal to the 

equivalent Hall current: 
H df eq .J   j j j n  

Conditions (iii) holds quite well in regions of the 
reverse ionospheric convection corresponding to au-
roral electrojets, which are the main source of ground 
geomagnetic variations. 

In these two extended local time sectors, gradients of 
the ionospheric conductances generally have the merid-
ional component; and the convection velocity, an azi-
muthal component. In the sectors of daytime and 
nighttime Harang discontinuities, condition (iii) is vio-
lated. In the polar cap, the conditions are similar to (ii), 
except for the region near the terminator.  

3.3. Field-aligned currents and ionospheric 
convection reversal boundary 

The term “cabling” for the currents flowing along 
magnetic field lines was coined for magnetospheric 
physics by Hannes Alfvén [Alfvén, 1981]. Just as two 
high-power transmitting cables connect a man-made 
generator with a power consumer, a pair of plasma “ca-
bles” — Region 1 FACs — connects the natural magne-
tospheric generator with a load (ionosphere). The cables 
of Region 1 FACs represent two longitudinally extend-
ed thin sheets connected in the dawn and dusk to the 
ionosphere on the ionospheric convection reversal 
boundary (see Figure 1). Of fundamental importance is 
the fact that the central place of cable connection to the 
ionosphere (the maximum density of Region 1 FACs — 
RB boundary) does not depend on the manner in which 
it is found (from satellite or radar data, or by the new 
extended MIT). A confirmation of this fundamental 
property of the RB boundary is Figure 6, where two 
independent ground-based methods (SuperDARN and 
MIT) give identical convection reversal boundaries. 

In MIT, the spatial structure of equivalent and field-
aligned currents is determined by the spectrum {n, m} 
of spherical harmonic functions in Formulas (3), (4), 
and (18). If the {n, m} spectrum is represented as an 
analog of a “ruler”, which is used in MIT to measure the 
RB location relative to the pole, due to the above fun-
damental property the RB latitude should be largely 
independent of the length of the spectrum (ruler 
scale). We have done a simple test of this fundamen-
tal principle. We calculated maps of distributions of 
J(θ, λ) and i||(θ, λ) for 03:50 UT of August 27, 2001 
with {n, m} = {1, 2, 3, ..., N; 0, 1, 2, ..., n}, where the 
maximum value N (ruler scale) was variable: N = 16, 
17, 18, …, 50. On the maps of J(θ, λ), we determined 
coordinates of focuses of dawn and dusk convection 
vortices and investigated the N dependence of the colati-
tude of these focuses. We have established that 
throughout the given N interval the colatitude of the 
dawn focus varies within 18.3°±1.1°; and that of the 
dusk one, within 17.5°±0.9°, where the first number is 
the average, and the second is the standard deviation 
comparable to 1° step of the computation grid in latitude 
accepted in all MIT programs. The above test leads to 
an important methodical conclusion: the RB boundary 
location, diagnosed with MIT, is essentially independent 
of the length of the spectrum of spherical harmonics. 
Accordingly, the result (Figure 6) of the comparison 
between the independent methods is even more con-
vincing. 
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3.4. Ionospheric conductance, electric poten-

tial, and field-aligned currents 

In the 3D analysis of MIT [Matveev, Shpynev, 

1975; Bazarzhapov et al., 1979; Kamide, Matsushita, 

1979; Kamide, Baumjohann, 1993], the electric poten-

tial and field-aligned currents in the polar ionosphere 

are calculated from 

 ˆrot ,r U J    (23) 

 ˆdiv sin ,U i I    (24) 

where ̂  is the tensor of non-uniform integral iono-

spheric conductances; U is the electric potential; ΔJ is 

surface Laplacian from the equivalent current function; 

rotr is the radial component of rotor; div is the 2D di-

vergence operator; i|| is the FAC density; I is the mag-

netic inclination. First, Equation (23) is solved numeri-

cally for the electric potential U for the given conduct-

ance model ̂  and with the right-hand side calculated 

from Formula (18). Then, using the obtained solution of 

U and the model ̂ , from Formula (24) we calculate i||. 

Already in the first papers on the application of the 

3D analysis in MIT [Mishin et al., 1981; Kamide, 

Richmond, 1982; Reiff, 1984], the correctness of the 

solution of (23) for U has been found to depend strongly 

on the selected model ̂ , and specifically on the spatial 

adjustment of irregularities of the tensor ̂  with the 

inhomogeneous right-hand side of (23). The correct 

solution should have the form of the large-scale two-

vortex system of U isolines, which is generally similar 

to the large-scale two-vortex equivalent current system 

J, as discussed in 1.2 and 3.2. The match between the left-

hand and right-hand sides of (23) is provided by auroral 

oval boundaries, which are studied in this work and includ-

ed in the dynamic conductance model developed at ISTP 

SB RAS [Mishin et al., 1986; Shirapov et al., 2000]. 

In the same papers [Mishin et al., 1981; Kamide, 

Richmond, 1982], and then in the long-term practice of 

solving Equations (23) and (24) it have been established 

that unlike the electric potential the large-scale structure 

of main FAC Iijima–Potemra Regions 1 and 2 and, con-

sequently, their related auroral oval boundaries depend 

weakly on the conductance model. The physical mean-

ing of this fact is clear from the equation 

 P P H ,ri i        E E E n  (25) 

derived from Formulas (1) and (24) for the Northern 

Hemisphere in the radial approximation. 

Using Formula (25), Boström [1974] classified 

FAC sources into primary and secondary: the primary 

(main) magnetospheric source of large-scale FACs is 

 

determined by the first term of (25); secondary iono-

spheric sources of mesoscale FACs associated with 

electric fields of polarization on conductance gradi-

ent, by the second and third terms of (25). Since 

0/ ( )   E  and ,U E  then U  E  and 

(25) yield FAC of the magnetospheric source 

, P ,r mi U    where 0/ ( ),U     U is the electro-

static potential transmitted by Region 1 FACs from 

the magnetospheric generator to the ionosphere (see 

Figure 1).  

Large-scale FACs of Regions 1 and 2 of magneto-

spheric origin form the basis for our method of diagnos-

tics of auroral oval boundaries (2.1.6). In view of the 

above, the 2D maps of FACs calculated in the uniform 

ionospheric conductance approximation provide suffi-

cient accuracy in determining the auroral oval bounda-

ries. Figure 7 illustrates a very high degree of similarity 

of large-scale FACs calculated in two ways: with uni-

form (left) and non-uniform (right) ionospheric con-

ductances. A close similarity between FAC maps can be 

seen both in moderately disturbed conditions during the 

growth phase (top row) and during the magnetic sub-

storm expansion phase (bottom row). The auroral oval 

boundaries R0, R1, and R2 of the left panel (uniform 

conductances) are superimposed on the FAC map of the 

right panel (non-uniform conductances). It is apparent 

that up to 2° (what corresponds to two steps of the com-

putation grid in latitude), these R0, R1, and R2 bounda-

ries go along the boundaries (zero isolines) of large-

scale FACs of Regions 1 and 2, calculated with the non-

uniform conductance model [Shirapov et al., 2000]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Let us present the main results obtained in this study. 

1. The ionospheric convection reversal boundary has 

been shown to be the fundamental parameter of the mag-

netosphere-ionosphere coupling. We have theoretically  

 

Figure 7. Distribution maps of FAC density i|| for the 

growth phase (04:00 UT) and expansion phase (04:15 UT) of 

the August 27, 2001 magnetic substorm, calculated with uni-

form (left) and non-uniform (right) ionospheric conductances. 

The auroral oval boundaries R0, R1, and R2 (blue bold lines) 

determined on the FAC maps for the uniform conductance are 

plotted on the respective FAC maps for non-uniform conduct-

ance. See text for details 
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analyzed the relationship between the electrostatic poten-

tial of the ionosphere and the equivalent current function 

in the approximation of the dipole geomagnetic field and 

uniform ionospheric conductance. We have derived an 

equation for the ionospheric plasma drift velocity rotor, 

expressed through the current function. The rotor maxi-

mum determines the ionospheric convection reversal 

boundary.  

2. We have developed a new ground-based method 

for diagnostics of auroral oval boundaries from output 

data obtained by the magnetogram inversion technique. 

Using distribution maps of current function and field-

aligned currents at the uniform ionospheric conduct-

ance, we determine ionospheric convection reversal 

boundary, polar cap boundary, auroral oval equatorial 

boundary, and line of maximum density of auroral 

electrojets. 

3. The new method is implemented as an algorithm 

and software for automatic determination of these auro-

ral oval boundaries. The comparison with the visual-

manual method has shown that the new automatic 

method provides sufficient accuracy in determining all 

boundaries no worse than a human operator, reducing 

the time required to process the necessary amount of 

data by two or three orders of magnitude. 
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